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With a long history, Chinese culture, both extensive and profound, is a 
multicultural community. In south, rich and mysterious folk belief culture, very deep 
in historical and cultural accumulation, has a wide and profound influence on all 
aspects of social life in this region and become cultural characteristics of splendid 
social culture in southern China. A great many pioneers from Fujian and Guangdong 
had settled in Taiwan in Ming and Qing Dynasties, and introduced Fujian and 
Guangdong cultures to Taiwan, thereby creating Taiwanese culture with distinct 
regional characteristics. 
Ancestors of existing Taiwan people crossed the Taiwan Strait three to four 
hundred years ago and introduced folk beliefs of their native land, which became the 
origin of current Taiwan folk beliefs. Suffering from perilous sea of Black Ditch as 
well as plagues and diseases, most of early settlers, for the purpose of survival and 
development in new environment, carried about religious incense bags from their 
native land as patron saint to keep their safety. In this case, San-San-Gong-Wang 
Belief was rooted in Taiwan and spread gradually. 
Going through changes of Holland reign, Ming Zheng era, Qing Dynasty, 
Japanese Colonial Period and the Republic of China, Taiwan had undoubtedly been 
affected by different times and evolved in folk beliefs, in particular Japanese Colonial 
Period. During Japan's Aggression against China, Japanese had enforced the 
intensified Kominka Movement to accelerate the transformation of Taiwanese into 
Japanese for the sake of wars. With the Kominka Movement in full swing, particularly 
temple demolition had stricken a serious blow at folk beliefs; temples and statues 
were torn down and cremated, and Taiwanese were forced to believe in Japanese 
Jingu taima, etc. Folk beliefs in Taiwan were facing the largest catastrophe. 
Likewise, religious belief in mainland suffered from relentless suppression, 
because Chinese Communists were open to Marxist and Engels Thoughts, believed in 
atheism, specified that land of temples and churches was nationalized and confiscated. 
Relevant personnel were forced to resume their secular life and devote themselves to 















damage: the Red Guards demolished temples, burned scriptures, destroyed statues and 
burned musical instruments, involuntarily stopping all religious activities, religious 
circles has undergone an unprecedented holocaust. It was not until the end of the 
Cultural Revolution and the reform and opening up that religion emerged again from 
ruins. 
Religion is closely linked with people's life. What’s the most difference between 
religions across the Straits lies in atheism and theism. In different environments, 
people differ in their attitudes and fervent beliefs. But for religious edification, people 
would be in lack of cohesion and care that religion can bring into full play; in this 
case, there may be no mutual concern among people, which will even cause 
alienation. Therefore, the existence, continuation and development of religion can be a 
force to maintain the modern society stable. 
Chinese nation at both sides of the Straits are regarding the popularization of 
Chinese culture as their lifework; San-San-Gong-Wang Belief, a part of traditional 
culture, is an important belief of Hakka ethnic group. No matter roots-searching or 
pilgrimage will enhance economic and trade links across the Straits, and good 
interaction of cultural exchange, so as to strengthen mutual understanding, and 
establish mutual trust and cooperation; thus, study on San-San-Gong-Wang Belief has 
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